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 مجموعه سوالات

انگلیسیزبان   

 
 )به همراه پاسخنامه(

 

 کشور استخدام های آگهی مرجع بزرگترین )استخدام ای(

 استخدام آگهی ۰۳۳ از بیش روزانه و است کشور در استخدامی مرجع بزرگترین استخدام ای

 عنوان به سایت این. میگردد منتشر سایت این در کشور سراسر از شغلی موقعیت هزاران و

 دیگر ها خبرگزاری و ها سایت نشریات، مجلات، برای استخدام های آگهی و اخبار مرجع

 شده تفکیک آگهی ارسال هوشمند سرویس دهنده ارائه تنها استخدام ای. میشود محسوب

 .میباشد ایران در مربوطه قانونی مراجع از مجوز دارای شهر، و رشته اساس بر

 

e-estekhdam.com 
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1- I lost my keys last night. I ………… them at your house.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) might leave        2) should leave        3) should have left        4) might have left 

2- The man was driving..................  fast that the other drivers could over take him.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) such                        2) so                        3) too                        4) very 

3- In our family, the ………… between father and his children is of high value.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) project                2) measure                3) friendship                4) assignment 

4- Trees have been felled in order to block roads, "fell" means$………… .  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) cut down                2) turn off                3) put off                4) turn down 

5- he’s looking forward ………….. that film.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) to see                        2) seeing                        3) see                        4) to seeing 

6- “Those cases look heavy “   

“…………….. carry one for you ? “   

“That’s very nice of you “  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) will I                2) Do I have                3) Shall I                4) Do it 

7- He looked down at the floor in an attempt to hide his ……….. .  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) explanation                2) involvement                3) embarrassment                4) 

presentation 

8- Her performance to the test was below ……….. .  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) action                2) activity                3) average                4) account 

9- He,s..................  to do that job.  (e-estekhdam.com) 
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1) too lazy                2) lazy enough                3) very lazy                4) too 

11- …………… maxima is a very nice car, it is extremely expensive to run.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) while                        2) since                        3) when                        4) If 

11- "How was the food today?" I liked it. "It tasted..................  "  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) nicely        2) good        3) surprised/ surprised        4) surprising/ surprising 

12- He goes to work ………… .  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) by taxi                2) on taxi                3) with taxi                4) in taxi 

13- My father went to bed early …….. he was very tired last night.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) So as                2) whether                3) although                4) because 

14- It,s completely dark here. 1 wonder why you don,t..................  the light! ?  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) look at                2) pick up                3) point to                4) turn on 

15- A gold medal was ..................  to the winer.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) described                2) remembered                3) awarded                4) prepared 

16- I will go with you to school if you …………… slowly.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) drive                2) driving                3) drove                4) will drive 

17- I haven’t got ……….. .  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) no money                2) money                3) any money                4) some money 

18- All the glasses were..................  in a terrible accidents.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) cracked                2) cleaned                3) polished                4) coin 

19- After her operation, my mother was told to .................. for two weeks.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 
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1) repeat                        2) relax                        3) review                        4) recall 

21- Japan ……........ and exports electronic goods all over the world.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) permits                2) performs                3) promises                4) produces 

21- I am trying to ………… myself to eat less chocolate.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) describe                2) influence                3) discipline                4) transfer 

22- Our..................  is to provide free education for every child.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) goal                        2) supply                        3) fortune                        4) contain 

23- I was surprised that he looked ………… good after his recent illness.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) so                        2) as                        3) such                        4) enoueh 

24- The fact that I am as old as you does not make any …………$  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) pattern                2) content                3) average                4) difference 

25- I ……………. Working at night nowadays.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) used to                2) used                3) am used to                4) would 

26- He is studying the..................  of the climate on agricultural 

productions.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) respect                2) account                3) influence                4) personality 

27- All of the performers played ………… in the concert.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) fortunately                2) mainly                3) wonderfully                4) economically 

28- You can,t..................  this car with the others It is something else.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) buy                        2) compare                        3) drive                        4) poured 
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29- Mary was chosen for the job because she was ………… to the others.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) conscious                2) voluntary                3) fashionable                4) superior 

31- There is going to be a new ………. in Electronic Banking.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) develop                2) developing                3) development                4) developer 

31- A knee injury ………… him from playing football.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) removed                2) prevented                3) performed                4) connected 

32- What are the main events of your life? "Events" means ..................  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) The happenings        2) The painful days        3) The happy days        4) The experiences 

33- Do you speak French?  

"Yes, I learned …………… in France"  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) how it to speak        2) how to speak        3) it how to speak        4) to speak it how 

34- We are taking a vacation in Europe this summer "vacation" means ……….  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) holiday                2) contact                3) movement                4) situation 

35- Keza likes to eat bananas an so..................  his brothers.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) do                        2) does                        3) like                        4) very 

36- They live in a developing country and try to ………… the condition of living there.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) produce                2) consume                3) predict                4) improve 

37- Many buildings were badly ………… by the earthquake in that area.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) damaged                2) rattled                3) caused                4) located 
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38- An element is a substance which cannot be decomposed into other substances.  

"Decomposed" means ……………………..  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) made of                2) Put away                3) given up                4) broken down 

39- Unfortunately we don’t have enough ……………. to solve the problem.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) water                2) science                3) knowledge                4) point 

41- ………… I had never seen her before, I recognized her from a picture.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) Although                2) Because                3) When                4) Whether 

41- The results of the research are$ ………… at the end of the chapter.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) summarized                2) stretched                3) raised                4) decreased 

42- Brutal..................  of children in the orphanage was disclocsed by the investigation.  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) warn                        2) exhaustion                        3) shock                        4) even 

43- A: "Tina went to sleep very early last night." 

B: "She ………… very tired then."  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) must be                2) should be                3) should have been                4) must have 

been 

44- With the help of technology, skiing is no longer ………… a winter game.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) briefly                2) directly                3) primarily                4) seriously 

45- Women are ………… from going out without a scarf in this country.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) forbidden                2) organized                3) removed                4) handled 
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46-   (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) should not drive                2) too                3) such                4) enough 

47- We are primarily concerned with keeping our promise. "Primarily" means …………  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) similarly                2) mainly                3) continuously                4) efficiently 

48- They were sad because they had lost all the games in the …………  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) comparison                2) competition                3) involvement                4) procedure 

49- A teller must ………….. within his/her institution,s policies.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) act                        2) earn                        3) save                        4) pay 

51- A planned series of actions for achieving something is called$ ………… .  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) advisability                2) confidence                3) strategy                4) mystery 

51- She was forced to have ………… with the secret police.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) explorations                2) predictions                3) destinations                4) connections 

52- We have completed ten items ………… we started doing this exercise.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) when                        2) since                        3) enough                        4) whether 

53- I,ve lost one of my gloves. I ………….. it somewhere.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) must drop        2) should drop        3) should have dropped        4) must have dropped 

54- The children are..................  because the cartoons are  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) amusing/ amused        2) being amused/ amusing        3) Have been boiling        4) 

Boilingly 
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55- He is suffering from the ……. effects of smoking at the moment.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) useful                2) colorful                3) powerful                4) harmful 

56- She worked hard yesterday and ……………… type all the letters.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) was able to                2) can                3) could                4) would be 

57- When the president travels, strict..................  measures are taken.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) hesitation    2) argument    3) isolation    4) Looking for India, while America was 

discovered columbus. 

58- Minoo said, "I like history. It,s very interesting."  

I think she is interested …………… history.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) to                        2) of                        3) at                        4) in 

59- My grandmother told us ………… stories and we all enjoyed them very much.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) amused                2) amusing                3) to amuse                4) to be amused 

61- I asked ……….. to use ………… pen.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) hers – her                2) her – her                3) her – hers                4) hers – hers 

61- He kept talking to me and I couldn,t ………… him.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) take part in                2) make up of                3) take away from                4) get away 

from 

62- After has we had dinner, my sister ………….. the dishes.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) washed                        2) found                        3) brushed                        4) watered 

63- So far we haven,t been able to find much about this metal but we are still ………… on 

it.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) remembering                2) researching                3) recognizing                4) releasing 
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64- If you ………… the radio, we can hear better.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) make up                2) pass on                3) call up                4) turn up 

65- They discussed the …………. Of building so near so near to the airport.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) connection                2) advisability                3) involvement                4) invention 

66- I need to ………… a day off to rest a little bit at home.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) let                        2) put                        3) take                        4) give 

67- After the party, the guests..................  and went in different directions last night.  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) dispercsd                2) completed                3) involved                4) forced 

68- A: Do you have any news about Ted for me? 

B: No. I haven,t seen him …………  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) lately                2) briefly                3) commonly                4) suitably 

69- Computers ………… to design different tilings.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) is used                2) are using                3) use                4) are used 

71- They knew English and she..................  too.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) do                        2) did                        3) know                        4) likes 

71- He was really sorry..................  the mistake.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) about                        2) for                        3) about                        4) on 

72- How …………… is it from school to your house?  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) long                        2) much                        3) far                        4) many 

73- Hubble reached the ………… that the universe was expanding.  (e-estekhdam.com) 
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1) destination                2) construction                3) expression                4) conclusion 

74- Mothers are often the ones who provide ………… support for the family.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) mild                2) natural                3) anxious                4) emotional 

75- Here is some ………… information about the history of Iran.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) useful                2) careful                3) successful                4) powerful 

76- The..................  of electricity are the lack of pollution and the ease of distribution.  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) expressions                2) advantages                3) features                4) chargeable 

77- I could tell that Matt was coming. I knew his..................  tobacco.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) vapor                        2) challenge                        3) blend                        4) unique 

78- Nowadays people require to ………… information as well.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) share                2) define                3) process                4) transport 

79- She said to me "I,m tired now" she told me that ………………. .  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) she is tried now        2) she was tried then        3) I am tried now        4) I was tried then 

81- The American war against Iraq has been the worst..................  of the year 2113  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) event                2) account                3) element                4) brought out 

81- He..................  by the police these days.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) is being watched        2) has been watched        3) was watched        4) were robbed 

82- We all know that Mrs. Smith is a good manager and runs her business very …………$  

(e-estekhdam.com) 
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1) previously                2) efficiently                3) straightly                4) artificially 

83- Mother won,t be back soon and Reza won,t be..................  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) either                        2) neither                        3) so                        4) very 

84- Ahmad has listened to the music ………….. morning.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) for                        2) at                        3) since                        4) by 

85- All evidence ……………… to this case must be given to the police.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) relevant                2) obtained                3) perceived                4) dominant 

86- Carlos had lots of free time and read a lot of books and magazines ………… he was in 

London.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) because                        2) while                        3) during                        4) since 

87- The river is quite shallow, meaning that it is not ..................  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) very long                2) very wide                3) narrow                4) deep 

88- Neither of the doctors ……………. Ready to operate on him?  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) are                        2) have been                        3) was                        4) where 

89- Did you repair the tape – recorder yourself?  

No, I got the repairman……………. it."  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) to do                        2) do                        3) done                        4) to have done 

91- Olympic games bring to gether thousands of the world,s finest 

athletes to..................  against one another.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) argue                2) congratulate                3) dependent                4) responsible 

91- All the parking meters were taken. So we had to ………… a parking lot.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 
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1) turn up                2) look for                3) pick up                4) insist on 

92- Some computers have very ………… instructions.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) confuse                2) confused                3) confusing                4) confusingly 

93- A: Where are the letters I put on the kitchen table? 

B: I ………… and took them to the post office.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) picked up letters        2) picked them up        3) picked up them        4) picked letters up 

94- Do you mind …………. This letter for me?  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) to mail                        2) mail                        3) mailed                        4) mailing 

95- I would take you if I could but I don’t have a car at my ………….. This week.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) Draft                        2) device                        3) domain                        4) disposal 

96- The phone started ringing ………….. I walked out of the room.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) therefore                        2) as                        3) since                        4) instead 

97- This cloth has been slowly ………… in order to make it waterproof.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) released                2) processed                3) researched                4) predicted 

98- The army officer ordered the soldiers..................  the enemy forces.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) attack                2) attacked                3) not to waste                4) not wasting 

99- We always..................  our weekly meetings in this room.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) help                        2) hurl                        3) hold                        4) harm 

111- We have a great religious$..................  on the 15th of Sha,ban.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) celebration                2) observation                3) composition                4) calculation 
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111- If you ………… a low  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) help out                2) switch to                3) pass on                4) devote to 

112- I invited Mary out for a meal, but unfortunately.   

She ……………….. dinner.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) had already got        2) had already had        3) have already had        4) already had 

113- A lot of people are ………… to go to the dentists. I don,t know why.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) confused                2) frightened                3) surprised                4) sufered 

114- This new boat is very light and strong. Its..................  is special for 

sailing.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) owner                        2) core                        3) material                        4) flights 

115- It took hours to ………. The car from the sand and go on with our trip.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) extricate                2) discard                3) preclude                4) elevate 

116- I have been ……….. A job, but I have decided not to accept it.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) protected                2) performed                3) offered                4) produced 

117- We have enhanced the quality of the picture. "Enhance" means: ………….  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) instruct                2) produce                3) improve                4) distract 

118- We couldn,t sell our new products because of the recent... in prices of goods.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) drop                        2) shape                        3) rise                        4) care 

119- Mina ………… absent from class this morning. I didn,t see her.  (e-estekhdam.com) 
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1) should have been                2) too                3) very                4) such 

111- I have ………… everything I saw in my notebook during my trip to Europe.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) expected                2) emphasized                3) protected                4) recorded 

111- It is very important for her..................  exactly as the doctor says.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) do                        2) does                        3) doing                        4) to do 

112- A person who goes to another country to teach people about a religion is called a 

………… .  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) teacher                2) missionary                3) passenger                4) psychologist 

113- It was raining so hard, ……… he decided to go out for a walk.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) besides                        2) so                        3) therefore                        4) yet 

114- My friend Jack will get good job …………….. he may graduate from school  or not.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) that                        2) while                        3) when                        4) whether 

115- The doctor told him to …………... the bottle before he took the medicine.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) break                        2) make                        3) wake                        4) shake 

116- Education is the current focus for public …………… across the country.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) trend                2) debate                3) interval                4) prospect 

117- We could buy a ………… blouse from that store.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) nice blue cotton Korean 

2) nice blue Korean cotton 
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3) blue nice Korean cotton 

4) Korean blue cotton nice 

118- I don,t know who sent these flowers to me: it ………… Jane.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) may be                2) should be                3) may have been                4) should have been 

119- The inventor developed a/an..................  method of making ice cream.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) visible                2) famous                3) favourite                4) values 

121- the town ………….. attacked several times since the beginning of the war.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) is                        2) was                        3) has been                        4) had been 

121- The Egyptians coutructed wall and embankments..................  marvelous even 

today.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) who are considered        2) arc considered        3) which are considered        4) at 

122- We enjoyed ..................  to the radio on Friday morning  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) listen                2) listening                3) listen                4) to listen 

123- It was..................  that he had not practiced his oral report.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) spacious                2) obvious                3) fresh                4) show off 

124- This programs are ………….. for use on home computers.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) similar                2) complete                3) suitable                4) comfortable 

125- A movement of your hands, arms, or head that shoes how you feel or think is 

called ……………..  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) puzzle                2) struggle                3) pressure                4) gesture 
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126- A ………….. examination of the ruins indicates the possibility of arson; a more 

extensive study should be undertaken.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) cursory                2) mysterious                3) meticulous                4) sinister 

127- No one believed what he said; his excuse was not …………  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) efficient                2) reasonable                3) artificial                4) complex 

128- A : "How was the film?"   

B:"It was …………….. interesting.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) quite                        2) quiet                        3) good                        4) bad 

129- We can observe serious$ ………… problems on the police force.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) device                2) discipline                3) possibility                4) guarantee 

131- Are the needs of society more important than the rights of the ………… ?  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) community                2) environment                3) individual                4) audience 

131- I’m not going to talk to him unless he starts ……….. reasonably.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) behaving                2) informing                3) designing                4) attracting 

132- she is going through a difficult …….. at the moment because of family problems.  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) flight                2) function                3) heading                4) period 

133- We can say that everybody is..................  for his own behaviour.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) available                2) inevitable                3) reasonable                4) publications 

134- The bank manager, ………. we talked about, has been given a raise.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) which                        2) who                        3) whose                        4) whom 
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135- The whole class ……………………  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) the exercises badly did 

2) badly did the exercises 

3) did the exercises badly 

4) did badly the exercises 

136- ..................  Which was purchased from Russia in 1876, is the largest state in the 

US.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) When Alaska                2) Alaska                3) Alaska is that                4) about 

137- The storybook looks very old. It..................  written many years ago.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) had                2) has                3) would be published                4) would publish 

138- Over half his speech was ………… the issue of unemployment.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) devoted to                2) composed in                3) combined with                4) distracted 

from 

139- Psychologists believe that..................  does not take place at an even pace.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) forgetting                2) lo forget                3) forget                4) forgotten 

141- I tried to follow the …………, but I got confused.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) instructions                2) collections                3) conditions                4) endeavours 

141- We don,t have enough time. Please answer the questions ..................  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) honestly                2) briefly                3) slowly                4) correctly 

142- There is no food left  (e-estekhdam.com) 
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1) should eat        2) must eat        3) should have eaten        4) must have eaten 

143- Gas is the best..................  for central heating system in our city. 

"People are told".  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) furniture                        2) fuel                        3) solid                        4) harmful 

144- The book ………….. is not in the library.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) I need                2) I need it                3) that I need it                4) which I need it 

145- Students are happy today, because they have ..................  education.  

They enjoy playing with their friends.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) chemical                2) mental                3) national                4) physical 

146- Our volleyball team lost the first game, ………… they played well.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) whether                2) because                3) so that                4) even though 

147- The agent insisted that the house had one of the best..................  it town.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) gates                2) sites                3) charges                4) connection 

148- The journey ………… takes about two hours, so I usually amuse myself with reading 

papers.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) firmly                2) normally                3) previously                4) publicly 

149- I have to catch 5011 am train tomorrow, so I …………… go to bed late.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) needn’t                2) haven’t                3) have to                4) mustn’t 

151- They have become ……….. disturbed as a result of their poor performance on the 

exams.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) efficiently                2) physically                3) emotionally                4) fortunately 
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151- ..................  water will burn your hand.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) Boiled                        2) Boiling                        3) is                        4) was 

152- Don,t talk. You may ………… the driver,s attention from the road.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) distract                2) damage                3) stretch                4) recognize 

153-   (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) so                        2) since                        3) whereas                        4) whether 

154- ………… we go by plane or train, we won,t get there on time.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) Whether                        2) Because                        3) When                        4) Since 

155- He called out the names of the winners to step forward. "Called out" means 

….................  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) shouted                2) counted                3) excited                4) respected 

156- You can find out somebody,s phone number ………… in the directory.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) to look                2) in looking                3) by looking                4) from looking 

157- I,m not sure we,ve got ………… to print out the document.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) paper enough        2) too much paper        3) enough paper        4) too little paper 

158- This medicine will ………… the illness from getting worse.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) enhance                2) react                3) prevent                4) disturb 

159- Barbara …………. The TV because she was tired of listening to the news.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) searched for                2) turned off                3) gave back                4) took away 
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161- She was..................  a piece of cloth over the dishes in order to dry them.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) cleaning                2) washing                3) rubbing                4) control 

161- Our professor is always ………… to talk to his students.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) probable                2) explored                3) forwarded                4) manufactured 

162- I am not feeling well today at all.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) If I am, I will go on a picnic 

2) if I had been, I would have gone on a picnic 

3) If I were, I would have gone on a picnic 

4) if I were, I would go on a picnic 

163- Parents are the most important factors in a child,s …………  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) attention                2) location                3) position                4) education 

164- "Do you remember what$ …………?" "Yes, I do."  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) the teacher says        2) the teacher said        3) did the teacher say        4) does the 

teacher say 

165- Our plans need to be ………… enough to provide the needs of everyone.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) physical                2) repetitive                3) flexible                4) emotional 

166- The government had to ………. the foreign prisoners and allow them to go to their 

own countries.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) release                2) review                3) remind                4) realize 

167- Where have you put my keys?   

I clearly remember ………………… them on the table last night.  (e-estekhdam.com) 
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1) to leave                2) left                3) did leave                4) leaving 

168- Inspite of his poor English, he managed to communicate his problem very clear.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) lnspite of                2) poor                3) his                4) have waken 

169- He didn,t receive his letters because they were sent to a different ………… address.  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) willing                2) call out                3) look for                4) look after 

171- Most high buildings are ………… in the north of our city.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) located                2) interested                3) attached                4) entered 

171- Many parents feel a sense of ……………… when their children leave home.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) loss                2) effect                3) struggle                4) competition 

172- The amount of something in a unit of volume, area or length is called , …………  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) density                        2) mass                        3) sample                        4) base 

173- We sometimes stayed out late, ………… we were told to get home before twelve.  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) although                2) so that                3) so as to                4) because 

174- There used to be a closer ………… between arts and sciences than there is today.  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) imagination                2) impression                3) exploration                4) connection 

175- She is the girl..................  whom I told you.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) for                        2) to                        3) by                        4) So that 

176- A: "I need to talk to you about something." 
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B: "Sorry, but I,m ………… to talk."  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) so busy                2) too busy                3) very busy                4) busy enough 

177- Ali was sent to a company in China and his ………… was to explain our goals to 

them.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) dream                        2) mission                        3) feature                        4) offer 

178- The "rain of blood", in the east of Australia, is made of..................  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) fishes and frogs        2) red dust and water        3) not forgetting        4) that not forget 

179- The doctors have ………………. The cause of this illness to an unknown disease.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) involved                2) modified                3) occurred                4) attributed 

181- It was the last day of winter and the snow was..................  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) melting                2) running                3) heating                4) diving 

181- I,ve offered her the job, but I don,t know ………… she,ll accept it.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) whereas                2) since                3) because                4) whether 

182- In most ………… the drug has no side effects.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) instances                2) stances                3) balances                4) sources 

183- A group of people having the same religion, job, etc. is called a …………$  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) unit                2) missionary                3) government                4) community 

184- Cut the meat in to thin ……………… and cook it for 21 minutes.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) rows                        2) slices                        3) details                        4) muscles 
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185- The TV viewers were too sleepy to keep their eyes open while the 

movie..................  $  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) was being shown                2) has shown                3) was eaten                4) were eaten 

186- If you get up early, try not to ………… everyone else.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) distract                2) disturb                3) remember                4) communicate 

187- He can tell us everything about the matter because he has a lot 

of ..................  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) celebration                2) information                3) population                4) invitation 

188- Anna left Germany in the ………… of seeing her family again before they would go 

away.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) gesture                2) concern                3) confidence                4) expectation 

189- We..................  that you had borrowed the book from the library.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) had told                2) have told                3) was taking                4) was taken 

191- Her work performance didn,t come up to her employer,s …………  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) features                2) amounts                3) situations                4) expectations 

191- ……………. Is it from Barcelona to Madrid?  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) How far                2) How long                3) How much                4) How many 

192- Computers can control the ………………. Of all spacecraft’s through space.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) orbiting                2) inventing                3) attracting                4) stretching 

193- We are ………… prices on all our products so that we can sell more of them.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 
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1) recording                2) ignoring                3) lowering                4) employing 

194- It was ………… strong earthquake that killed thousands of people.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) so                        2) too                        3) a very                        4) such a 

195- I’m still looking for a job but I ………. something soon.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) to hope find                2) hope to find                3) find to hope                4) hope finding 

196- His speech ………… the importance of attracting industry to the towns.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) realized                2) emphasized                3) influenced                4) managed 

197- It takes a long time to ………… a foreign language.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) forward                2) speculate                3) master                4) restate 

198- what,s the matter with Ali? He seems to be …………… something.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) similar to        2) subordinate to        3) worried about        4) responsible for 

199- There was heavy traffic, but the ambulance arrived on the ………… of the accident 

on time.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) scene                        2) focus                        3) side                        4) sense 

211- The main …………… of this meeting is to decide what we should do next.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) opinion                2) purpose                3) collection                4) statement 

211- ..................  occures when a matter is heated.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) consumption                2) Reduction                3) Expansion                4) unqualified 

212- The central part of an apple is the..................  (e-estekhdam.com) 
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1) core                        2) source                        3) base                        4) lines 

213- We are ………… by religion from doing anything wrong.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) disagreed                2) ashamed                3) emphasized                4) prevented 

214- He has a pretty garden. "Pretty" means:  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) good                        2) fun                        3) beautiful                        4) early 

215- He was studying when I left home. When I returned he was ………….. studying.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) ever                        2) repeat                        3) still                        4) again 

216- Some people aren,t .................. of themselves for telling lies,  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) shamed                2) composed                3) disturbed                4) informed 

217- Is it necessary for every student$.................. a new language?  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) knew                        2) know                        3) knowing                        4) to know 

218- It is a fast  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) flower                2) mushroom                3) plant                4) coconut 

219- The answer must..................  written on side of the paper only.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) be                        2) have                        3) had                        4) will shock 

211- A large number of ..................  from different countries take part in the Olympic 

competitions.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) athletes                2) reporters                3) psychologists                4) foreigners 

211- You can..................  your jacket. It is too warm in the room.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) find out                2) pick up                3) lake off                4) turn on 

212- Has Mr. Brown arrived …………?  (e-estekhdam.com) 
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1) already                        2) still                        3) now                        4) yet 

213- I asked Donald to play with me, but he …………………. .  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) upset                2) refused                3) replied                4) destroyed 

214- The number of laborers employed in$ ………… cars has decreased over the recent 

years.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) magnifying                2) industrializing                3) manufacturing                4) combining 

215- I’ve lost my keys. I can’t find them …………  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) anywhere                2) nowhere                3) nothing                4) somewhere 

216- My teacher told me to brush my teeth and see my dentist …………$  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) entirely                2) regularly                3) similarly                4) possibly 

217- They keep a..................  of the theives at the police station  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) record                        2) kind                        3) type                        4) tape 

218- The American economy ………. is already very bad, and it is getting worse.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) definition                2) continuation                3) situation                4) fascination 

219- Our teacher didn,t explain some of the …………$points well; that,s why the students 

have problems.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) confuse                2) confusedly                3) confusing                4) confused 

221- "How did he swim?" "He swam.................. "  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) quick                        2) rapid                        3) careful                        4) fast 

221- A Sport in which two persons fight by holding each other and trying to push each 

other on the ground is called……………….  (e-estekhdam.com) 
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1) boxing                2) running                3) wrestling                4) jumping 

222- He is a very good man, always working hard to help those many poor people living 

in the ………… of the city.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) outlines                2) slums                3) convents                4) sufferings 

223- The film seems familiar. We ………… it before.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) might have seen        2) might see        3) should see        4) should have seen 

224- Doctors are ………… to report certain serious diseases.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) required                2) referred                3) removed                4) released 

225- Vitamins cannot be ………… by our bodies.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) observed                2) permission                3) presentation                4) communication 

226- Some stars are..................  far away to be seen without a telescope.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) so                        2) such                        3) too                        4) much lazier 

227- I have never had a good$ ………… for learning poems.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) report                        2) memory                        3) hobby                        4) handling 

228- We were in a/an ……………. state last night because of the explosing.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) amusing                2) shocking                3) confusing                4) relaxing 

229- Students should have more respect for their teachers, ……………  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) haven’t they        2) shouldn’t they        3) don’t they have        4) shouldn’t they have 

231- What a beautiful painting! It ………….. by a famous painter.  (e-estekhdam.com) 
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1) must have painted    2) must have been painted    3) should have painted    4) should 

have painted 

231- Mary always likes to drive a/an ………… car.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) little old red        2) little red old        3) red little old        4) old little red 

232- I try to ………… two hours every night to my school work.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) estimate                2) devote                3) spend                4) enhance 

233- Take..................  and be on guard against those who try to decieve you.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) effort                        2) heed                        3) impact                        4) bring 

234- If your little sister cut her hand with a knife, what..................  you do?  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) did                        2) do                        3) would                        4) was shown 

235- We missed ………… her ride the horse last Friday.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) watch                2) watching                3) to watch                4) be watched 

236- A: What did he manager ask you?  

B: He asked me ……………. The report.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) finishing                2) to finish                3) I finish                4) that I finish 

237- When cash or any other asset is borrowed, the firm is said to have ………… adept.  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) induced                2) Incurred                3) indulged                4) indicated 

238- The soup smells ……………  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) wonder                2) wondering                3) wonderful                4) wonderfully 

239- The government needs a more ………………. Approach to education.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 
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1) flexible                2) physical                3) fashionable                4) emotional 

241- A: oh! My God, I,m sleepy.  

B: Me too. I wish we ……….. the party.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) leave                2) will leave                3) had left                4) could leave 

241- That was a great match. I’ll never forget ………….. Rivaldo score that goal.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) see                        2) to see                        3) seeing                        4) to seeing 

242- John doesn,t seem to be happy that he is ………… to our Tokyo branch next month.  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) joining                2) hiring                3) transferring                4) devoting 

243- It is not a long time that the computer has been..................  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) published                2) maintained                3) invented                4) frightened 

244- she has ….........….. her family and refuses to have any contact with them.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) denied                2) designed                3) recalled                4) involved 

245- Cleveland has always been referred to as a dirty, boring city, ………… now they say it 

is much better.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) as                        2) because                        3) though                        4) whether 

246- over half his speech was ……….. to the issue of unemployment.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) devoted                2) managed                3) required                4) recorded 

247- The woman was..................  by the little dog outside the house.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) qualified                2) separated                3) overcrowded                4) emotionally 

248- After any large earthquake, most people look …………$  (e-estekhdam.com) 
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1) extreme                2) destructive                3) complex                4) shocked 

249- Would you mind ………………… off your shoes before coming into the room?  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) take                        2) to take                        3) be taken                        4) taking 

251- My mother thinks I,m still a child  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) ashamed                2) amused                3) anxious                4) artificial 

251- Our office ………… allows users to share the file and software, and to use the central 

printer.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) communication                2) network                3) designer                4) resource 

252- Tellers …………… the responsibility for the safety of depositor,s funds.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) keep                        2) present                        3) provide                        4) share 

253- Some of the information ………… into the brain is forgotten.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) which going                2) going                3) gone                4) which go 

254- A friend of..................  works in Microsoft company.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) us                        2) his                        3) her                        4) drove 

255- I am listening.................. the radio.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) for                        2) lo                        3) not to turn                        4) not kirn 

256- My father asked me …………….. drive so fast.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) not to                        2) don’t                        3) I don’t                        4) to not 

257- John is ………… about the result of his blood test.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) willing                2) superior                3) anxious                4) destructive 
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258- Is there..................  bread for all the sandwiches we have to make?  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) so many                        2) too                        3) enough                        4) does 

259- Do you know ……………….. they gave the book to?  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) when                        2) where                        3) whose                        4) whom 

261- You will surely succeed if you do not lose hope and keep on ..................  $  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) trying                        2) try                        3) to try                        4) tried 

261- The valley ………… by the mountains, was very calm and pleasant.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) protected                2) protect                3) protecting                4) was protected 

262- Three people have been ………. To design a new computer system.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) Performed                2) employed                3) designed                4) influenced 

263- His greatest ………… is his ability to communicate with different people.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) health                2) suffering                3) wrestling                4) rattling 

264- Mahmood is eager to keep..................  working although he,s rather 

tired.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) at                        2) by                        3) in                        4) on 

265- Although he usually prefers to be alone, he ………… our invitation to stay the whole 

afternoon with us.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) offered                2) allowed                3) accepted                4) lowered 

266- I have class ………… .  (e-estekhdam.com) 
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1) on Mondays                2) in Mondays                3) at Mondays                4) by Mondays 

267- A piece of equipment which measures and records the strength of an earthquake is 

called a …………  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) mechanism                2) probe                3) phonograph                4) seismograph 

268- The glass fell on the floor. There were..................  of broken glass.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) bits                        2) bricks                        3) pairs                        4) groceries 

269- The most convenient..................  of communicating with someone is by phone.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) zones                        2) values                        3) rates                        4) absolute 

271- Don,t be ………… about everything!  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) emotional                2) national                3) straight                4) brilliant 

271- Taking coal, gold, etc. from a large hole or tunnel in the ground is called …………$  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) stretching                2) mining                3) recycling                4) manufacturing 

272- I decided to start my own business ………… my brother began work in a factory.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) whereas                2) which                3) so mat                4) in order to 

273- He has recently bought a ………… car.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) white beautiful Japanese big 

2) beautiful white big Japanese 

3) beautiful big white Japanese 

4) Japanese big beautiful white 
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274- He ………… me before he took my car; I am annoyed.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) must ask        2) should ask        3) should have asked        4) must have asked 

275- It is possible to..................  a lot of information in a computer.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) store                        2) memorize                        3) work                        4) tool 

276- Each of the shapes of the bright parts of the moon that are visible at the given 

times is called …………  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) crater                        2) phase                        3) valley                        4) feature 

277- How can she ………… on such a small salary?  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) survive                        2) estimate                        3) hire                        4) devote 

278- I am not ………… to take any risks in my business.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) possible                2) willing                3) necessary                4) frightening 

279- Since he has stopped  .................. he feels much better.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) smokes                2) smoking                3) smoke                4) to smoke 

281- Scientists used the best telescope …….………. They could observe other objects in 

the space.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) so that                2) because                3) whereas                4) in order to 

281- Could you ………… your voice a little? I,m trying to sleep.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) lower                        2) bend                        3) fail                        4) mention 

282- ……………. have you been waiting?  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) How long                2) What time                3) How far                4) When 

283- the kitchen can’t be dirty he …………  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) is just clean it        2) have just cleaned it        3) just clean it        4) has just cleaned it 
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284- were is your father now?  

He drove to shiraz yesterday morning. He ………… there by now.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) could be                2) ought to be                3) must be                4) should be 

285- He was driving in such a terrific speed that he couldn,t avoid hitting the other car.  

"Terrific" means ………………….  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) extreme                2) exciting                3) specific                4) speculative 
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 با آرزوی موفقیت برای شما 

.با انتقادات در صورتی که هر مشکلی در تایپ سوالات و یا جوابهای آنها بود لطفا با ما درمیان بگذارید

 خود ما را در پیشرفت یاری رسانید

 .تماس بگیرید ۳۲۸-۹۹۵۸۳۷۸۸ برای ارتباط با بخش پشتیبانی لطفا با شماره 
 info@e-estekhdam.comاستخدام 0 -ایمیل ای

 با تشکر از خرید شما 

 (www.e-estekhdam.com) مدیریت وب سایت ای استخدام


